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In Whitefella Jump Up, Germaine Greer suggests that embracing Aboriginality is the only way
Australia can fully imagine itself as a nation. In a wide-ranging essay she looks at the
interdependence of black and white and suggests not how the Aborigine question may be
settled but how a sense of being Aboriginal might save the soul of Australia.In a sweeping and
magisterial essay, touching on everything from Henry Lawson to multiculturalism, Germaine
Greer argues that Australia must enter the Aboriginal web of dreams.‘I'm not here offering yet a
solution to the Aborigine problem … Blackfellas are not and never were the problem. They were
the solution, if only whitefellas had been able to see it.’ —Germaine Greer, Whitefella Jump
Up‘An essay about sitting down and thinking where all the politics start and what kind of legend
Australia wants to place at its heart.’ —Peter Craven‘Highly charged and instantly controversial.’
—Morag Fraser, Australian Book Review‘Australia might well benefit from a new national
narrative that recognizes its post-colonial status and fragile ecology, and pays more attention to
its Aboriginal heritage.’ —Robbie Hudson, the Sunday Times‘Brilliant and original … A powerful
polemic, skillfully organised, thoughtful and beautifully written.’ —Philip Knightley, the
Independent ReviewGermaine Greer is a renowned writer, academic and journalist. Her books
include The Female Eunuch, The Obstacle Race, The Change, The Whole Woman, The
Beautiful Boy, White Beech and Quarterly Essay 11: Whitefella Jump Up – The Shortest Way to
Nationhood. Widely regarded as one of the most significant voices of feminism in the twentieth
century, she currently divides her time between England and her rainforest property on the
Queensland–NSW border.

“For anyone who writes, whether blogs or greeting cards, and anyone who speaks in public ...
this book should be in your reference library!” ―City Book Review“The book's tips will help
increase SAT scores and will come in handy when writing papers or college entrance essays.
You will find Fogarty's style to be warm, humorous, and accessible. Become a confident writer
and speaker. You won't just sound smarter, you'll be smarter!” ―Portland Book ReviewAbout the
AuthorMIGNON FOGARTYis the creator of Grammar Girl and the founder of the Quick and Dirty
Tips podcast network. She is a five-time winner of Best Education Podcast in the Podcast
Awards, an inductee of the Podcasting Hall of Fame, a New York Times bestselling author, and
the former chair of media entrepreneurship in the Reynolds School of Journalism at the
University of Nevada. She has appeared as a guest expert on the Oprah Winfrey Show and the
Today Show, andshe currently lives in California with her husband, Patrick. Visit her website at
QuickAndDirtyTips.com to sign up for her free email newsletter and podcast.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Grammar Girl's 101 Misused Words You'll Never
Confuse AgainBy Mignon FogartySt. Martin's GriffinCopyright © 2011 Mignon FogartyAll right



reserved.A Versus An Sadly, a lot of people were taught the wrong rule for using the articles a
and an. It’s the sound of the next word that determines the word choice, not the first letter.If the
next word starts with a vowel sound, use an. If the next word starts with a consonant sound, use
a. That means a word starting with u or o, for example, can require a or an depending on the
pronunciation: a unicorn, an uncle, a onetime deal, an owner.QUICK AND DIRTY TIPTo
remember that words starting with certain letters can go either way, set the image in your mind of
a man playing a ukulele under an umbrella—an image that uses two u-words that require
different articles. Copyright © 2011 by Mignon Fogarty, Inc.Continues...Excerpted from
Grammar Girl's 101 Misused Words You'll Never Confuse Again by Mignon Fogarty Copyright ©
2011 by Mignon Fogarty. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt
may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are
provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this web site.Read more
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Quarterly EssayQuarterly Essay is published four times a year by Black Inc., an imprint of
SchwartzPublishing Pty LtdPublisher: Morry SchwartzSubscriptions (4 issues): $49.95 a year
within Australia incl. GST (Institutional subs. $59.95).Outside Australia $79.95. Payment may be
made by Mastercard,Visa or Bankcard, or by cheque made out to Schwartz Publishing.Payment
includes postage and handling.To subscribe, fill out and post the subscription form on the last
page of this essay, or subscribe online at:Correspondence and subscriptions should be
addressed to the Editor at:Black Inc.Level 5, 289 Flinders LaneMelbourne VIC 3000
AustraliaPhone: 61 3 9654 2000Fax: 61 3 9654 2290Email:
quarterlyessay@blackincbooks.comEditor: Peter CravenManagement: Sophy
WilliamsManaging Editor: Chris FeikEditorial Co-ordinator: Caitlin YatesPublicity: Meredith
KellyDesign: Guy MirabellaPrinter: Griffin PressCONTENTSIntroduction Peter
CravenWHITEFELLA JUMP UPThe Shortest Way to NationhoodGermaine
GreerCORRESPONDENCETim Duncan, Evan Thornley, John Quiggin, Michael Pusey, Graham
Jones,Trevor Sykes, Gideon Haigh, Bob Debus, Tim FlanneryContributorsQuarterly Essay aims
to present significant contributions to political, intellectual and cultural debate. It is a magazine in
extended pamphlet form and by publishing in each issue a single writer at a length of at least
20,000 words we hope to mediate between the limitations of the newspaper column, where
there is the danger that evidence and argument can be swallowed up by the form, and the kind
of full-length study of a subject where the only readership is a necessarily specialised one.
Quarterly Essay aims for the attention of the committed general reader. Although it is a
periodical which wants subscribers, each number of the journal is the length of a short book
because we want our writers to have the opportunity to speak to the broadest possible audience
without condescension or populist shortcuts. Quarterly Essay wants to get away from the
tyranny that space limits impose in contemporary journalism and we give our essayists the
space to express the evidence for their views and those who disagree with them the chance to
reply at whatever length is necessary. Quarterly Essay will not be confined to politics but is
centrally concerned with it. We are not interested in occupying any particular point on the
political map and we hope to bring our readership the widest range of political and cultural
opinion which is compatible with truth-telling, style and command of the essay
form.INTRODUCTIONIt’s not hard to imagine that Germaine Greer’s Quarterly Essay,Whitefella
Jump Up will draw fire from every side. Here we have the spectacle of an eminent expatriate,
long nurtured by the fame that Australia in itself cannot give (much as it may contribute more
than its fair share), lecturing her countrymen on why Aboriginality should be central to their
sense of themselves and the nation they must construct or imagine into being if they are not to
remain bemired in what she takes to be a legacy of their British colonial past with nothing but the
spectre of American-style materialism and a parallel vassaldom to put in its place.She shows
little sympathy for the effort of white liberals in the direction of Reconciliation which she may take



to be a shibboleth or a delusion, nor is she preoccupied here with the practical question of how
to improve the material conditions of Aboriginal people that currently preoccupies Aborigine
leaders like Noel Pearson (who have their own intolerance of the fruits of white liberalism). She
does not engage directly with Robert Manne-style outrage at the wrongs done to the stolen
generations of Aboriginal children, nor is she preoccupied with the debates between Henry
Reynolds, on the one hand, and Keith Windschuttle, on the other, about the number of blacks
who were or were not massacred by white settlers. (It would not be hard to infer where Greer
would position herself in this debate but consideration of it is not part of her
emphasis.)Germaine Greer is at pains to emphasise that she is not addressing the subject of
what is wrong with the Aborigines and how this can be redressed. On the contrary, it is the
malaise that afflicts white Australia which she believes can only be cured with black medicine.
The dislocation and the depression which has desolated white Australians has its physical
correlative in the looming environmental crisis but it has always been there as a persistent
unease, a mute apprehension of bad faith.Part of the logic of Germaine Greer’s essay is to invert
the logic of the stereotype. It is white Australia that always made alcohol into a nightmare, as if
binge drinking were the only way these hopeless Australian men could weep at what they have
done to their world. It is white Australians who have cursed the land they trod on and indulged in
doomed projective fantasies about the emptiness at its core and it is white Australians who felt
that they suffered some inner damnation of estrangement from the land.The literary critic in
Germaine Greer sees this as a version of the affective fallacy where what was projected on to
the land was the guilt and shame of dispossessing a people we knew had a feeling for it that
should have made them our debtors not our servants, and victims.Sometimes the characteristic
Australian melancholy about the land took the form of the Irish pose of heroic survival but in fact
the only way whites could live in this country was by trusting to the kindness and the know-how
of the Aborigines. Even the bush narratives like Mary Durack’s Kings in Grass Castles make this
clear. Where would Patrick Durack have been without his Aboriginal retainer who in fact ran the
station and was cherished but only as a lower form of life?Germaine Greer is absolutely
convincing in the way she handles the literary and historical stories of the depth of dependence
of white and black as well as the depth (and self-mutilation) in the poignancy that attends the
betrayal of the bond.It’s there in her account of the Lawson story about the white boy who would
like to be a tracker like his black mate even though going native is anathema and a form of
death. And in the end he’s left to drift in a culture which has no language even to apprehend his
grief.Part of the image of Germaine Greer is a little like Gertrude Stein’s description of Ezra
Pound as “a village explainer. Excellent if you are a village. If not, not.”A problem which can be
compounded by the fact that Australia is the village she came from, long ago, and she has
sometimes seemed to address it as if it were a village still. But if Australia remains something of
a village, it’s worth cottoning on to the fact that Greer is being the opposite of hectoring in what
she is saying to this country. Her message is a message of mercy, not of vengeance. Hence her
central suggestion that we admit we have been living in an Aboriginal country all along and that



we should look in the mirror and tell ourselves where we are and what we are.The idea of the
Aborigines as mirror images of white Australians, the idea of all Australians seeing themselves in
the mirror of Aboriginality, may seem strange to liberal-minded people who are acutely aware of
the degradations that have been inflicted on the blacks but Germaine Greer seems to suggest
that at least the willingness to identify is a matter of choice. She is careful not to speak for the
blacks themselves but she emphasises that we must imagine a community before we can
construct one. Aboriginality, for her, is not a matter of lines of descent, of genes and blood, it is a
getting of wisdom and of understanding. What we have to understand is that the Aboriginal
character of Australia is the best thing about the place, in a deep sense it is the only thing about
the place that is worth believing in as a mythology and therefore we should cleave to it as an
imaginative destiny, our national hope.She appears to believe that as long as we conceive of the
Aborigines as the thing we are not, the contrast that defines us, there will be no grace in us, no
matter how theoretically liberal and well-disposed we may be.This is heady stuff and it owes
something to Benedict Anderson’s notion of ideal (because imagined) communities but this kind
of vision, and the audacity with which Greer argues so strenuously for it, may be precisely the
kind of thing Australia has been yearning for all these years.After all, as Greer says, the
Aborigines have always been trying to seduce white Australians into their web of dreams and
she emphasises not only the gentleness and kindliness of so much of the Aboriginal treatment
of white Australians but also, in a speculative way, the affinities and influences which she
suggests may flow from blacks to whites, not vice versa. Do the Aborigines really speak like a
broader version of the British settlers or is the Australian accent with its nasalisation and
pattering consonants mediated through a thousand black women nursing white settler children?
And there are broad affinities of cultural empathy or of empathies that seem to go beyond
“culture” narrowly conceived. What is the origin of Australian evasiveness, of our laconic
character, our distaste for self-revelation and our love of endless yarning and anecdote?When
Cathy Freeman sat on the ground, after her great victory, wasn’t that gesture something we
instinctively understood in our bones and didn’t we know, without thinking about it, that she was
one of our own, not because of a derivative “Australia” as we currently conceive it, but because
she was in the deepest sense our countrywoman and knew the land as her own?Many
pragmatic political Australians of every colour will dismiss this sort of thing as romantic, as the
merest flag-flying of a symbolic politics but, as Don Watson said once, no one has ever
successfully refuted the idealist view of history and if we are to change the direction of our
history then a symbolism, grounded in experience, is our best hope.Greer is scathing – some
will think too hastily – about the way the Anglo-Celtic, up-yours-with-the-rent monoculture rapidly
evacuates any of the potential of the multiculturalism we feign to believe in, but surely she has a
point when she says that Aboriginality is the one thing that stands against Australianism in its
current market-rules American mode?Constitutional lawyers may wring their hands at what she
says about the British crown as an absentee landlord but surely there is a symbolic logic in
displacing this with the notion of land held by an Aboriginal republic in the name of the Australian



people who define themselves as Aboriginal?At times Greer sounds as if she thinks
Aboriginality could translate us into a nation that identified, at least in its core values, in its
central myth, with the people of the third world and she would see this as a great kick at British
pomp and circumstance and the hard driving power of American domination.Many years ago at
the time of the dismissal of the Whitlam government, Germaine Greer said that Australia could
have been the wonder of the earth because it could have been a nation built on prosperity that
paid homage to a political vision that ministered to the poor of the earth. In many ways Whitefella
Jump Up and the political vision it enunciates seems a continuation of that thought.In one way
Germaine Greer seems to be talking about something as heartening and manifest as the New
Zealand identification with the Maori, with the thrill of pride, more powerful than colonialism,
which fills the air when the All-Blacks, white and Maori, perform the haka. In another way she is
suggesting we should simply sit upon the ground and listen to the stories our own earth tells.
This is not a hectoring essay, nor a grandstanding one, and the reader would do well to set aside
whatever she thinks of Germaine Greer.It is a lucidly simple essay. It is an essay that refuses to
presume, to buy into the rhetoric of the politics of the Aboriginal Question. At the same time it is
an essay which crystallises something which has been in the air in this country for a long time
now, what has often been vaguely thought but which has never, I think, been so well
expressed.Whitefella Jump Up is within an inch of not being a political essay at all but is, in the
end, a political essay and a profound one. It is an essay about sitting down and thinking where
all the politics start and what kind of legend Australia wants to place at its heart.Peter
CravenWHITEFELL JUMPUPThe Shortest Way to NationhoodGermaine Greerjump up, from
Kriol, of cattle, to leap up to a higher level; hence, of people, to be resurrected or reborn.THE
WHITE MAN’S BURDENWhat follows is not another of the hundreds of studies of Aborigines
that are published every year. Neither is it the nth paper bullet shot off in support of the black
arm-banded or the white blind-folded. Its author has not studied a particular remnant of the
original populations of this country as if they were stone-age pond-life, nor has she read more
than a few hundred thousands of the billions of words written about Aborigines by
ethnographers, ethnologists, ethologists, psychologists, anthropologists, archaeologists,
sociologists, linguists, semiologists, historians, glottochronologists and graduate students. All
such are welcome to make what they will of a modest suggestion offered by an elderly Australian
laywoman who is not in search of a qualification or a job or promotion. I would hope that what I
have to say will be recognised as grounded in simple commonsense, but I confidently expect
that among the comments that will be made, if any are made, will be that I have lost my marbles,
to which others, whom the media recognise as my friends, will obligingly rejoin that “Germs” was
always crazy and this no more than the latest manifestation of her ratbaggery. Above all I’m not
trying to be right at the cost of proving everyone else wrong. I’m offering a suggestion for
consideration, discussion and modification, in the hope of bouncing a tired and rancorous
discourse onto new tracks. Where it goes after that is not up to me.There is only one way to
escape from an impasse, that is, to turn back to the point where you went wrong, sit down on the



ground and have a think about it.I’ve seen too much of the frantic grief that is eating the heart out
of Aboriginal communities not to have racked my brain for years trying to imagine a way of
healing it, but I’m not here offering yet another solution to the Aborigine problem. Rather I want to
suggest an end to the problematisation of Aborigines. Blackfellas are not and never were the
problem. They were the solution, if only whitefellas had been able to see it. The country I love
has been crazily devastated by whitefellas who seem unable to give a damn, and who even now
insist on continuing in their madness, knocking down its mountains, grinding up its trees,
diverting its watercourses, building high-rises on its flood plains, creating an endless nightmare
of suburbia from which our kids try to escape by sticking needles in their arms. I want to turn the
situation upside down and see if it wouldn’t run better that way.My white countrymen appear to
me afflicted by a kind of emotional paralysis, a pathological indifference. It is obvious to anyone
who gives the matter five minutes’ thought that Australia’s “sophisticated recreational lifestyle”
comes at a huge cost in terms of non-renewable resources, water for instance. The senescent
bush along the densely populated foreshores will one day explode in firestorms that will wipe out
the insurance market and bring the whole shonky economy to its knees. Australians have access
to adequate and reliable information about the threat represented by their mismanaged
environment, but they remain unable to give a damn.A good deal of energy has been expended
on diagnosing the malaise that leads to high levels of alcoholism, addiction and crimes of
violence in Aboriginal society; there are as many explanations of Aboriginal self-destructiveness
as there are writers on the subject. Whitefella spiritual desolation is seldom admitted, let alone
discussed. Problem drinking affected whitefellas long before it made devastating inroads into
Aboriginal society, and it continues to wreak havoc today. Drinking habits that are well known to
be implicated in violence of all kinds, especially domestic violence and child abuse, as well as
road accidents, avoidable illness, suicide and premature death, are regarded with a kind of
amused tolerance. When we see such behaviour in Russia we know it to be pathological and we
can diagnose demoralisation, displacement and despair as root causes, without invoking cop-
out theories of alcoholism as a disease caused by genetically inherited factors.Early observers
of Australian drunkenness posited a disease they called dipsomania; others treated alcohol itself
as a race poison. The powers of the demon drink were wildly exaggerated, as by Charles Eden,
writing in My Wife and I in Queensland. An Eight Years Experience in the above colony,
published in 1872:Once taste the degrading debauch, and there is no remedy, the victim goes
on knocking down his cheque half-yearly, sinking lower and lower, all that was ever good in him
withering and drying up under the curse, and he dies alone at last unknown, unregretted and
unmissed. This may seem a terrible picture but, reader, it is underdrawn.If whitefellas are
wrecking their lives and the lives of others because of the way they abuse alcohol, it is not
because alcohol is itself addictive, but because something has gone badly wrong. That
something has been wrong from the beginning of settlement and it has yet to be put right.It
seems obvious that convicts and settlers bartered with the military for a share of their rum ration
during the first years of settlement because they were seeking an anodyne to their shock,



disorientation and misery. They were in the wrong place and they knew it. It was clear to the
captains of ships trading with the colony that they had an inexhaustible market for vast quantities
of rum. In 1794 the captain of an American ship refused to supply provisions to the starving
colony unless the governor also relieved him of his cargo of 7500 gallons of rum. Rum became
currency; wages were paid in rum. In 1797 Governor Hunter was appalled to find “spirits enough
to deluge the colony” being sold to the settlers “at an immense profit, to the destruction of all
order, to the almost total destruction of every speck of religion”. Between 1800 and 1802 when
D’Arcy Wentworth and his mates held an exclusive licence for the importation of liquor, 69,980
gallons of spirits and 33,246 gallons of wine were landed in Sydney, to be consumed by a
population of less than 6000. John MacArthur, much-lauded founder of the Australian pastoral
industry, was only the first landowner to solve his cash crisis by dealing in alcohol. Many others
followed his example. The first thing John Pascoe Fawkner did after choosing the site for the
future city of Melbourne was to build, not a church or a town hall, but a hotel. It was accepted
that without alcohol life in the Great South Land would be unbearable.For convicts and settlers
of Irish background, it was second nature to set aside part of any crop of grain or potatoes for
distilling poteen. With spirits retailing at high prices, and the land refusing to produce the hoped-
for riches, many of the settlers turned to sly-grog manufacture as a way of making ends meet.
Even the most remote rural tracks were studded with shanties or sly-grog shops, run on the lines
of the shebeens in Ireland. What was sold in them was a dangerous mixture of ethyl and methyl
alcohols, which could drive a man off his head, or leave him blind, or dead. Not for nothing did
Banjo Paterson call the shanty where sheep-stealer Ryan was found “drunk as a lord” by Trooper
Scott the “Shadow of Death Hotel”. Inland Australian townships were little more than strings of
pubs, where the publicans and their employees were expert at “lambing down”, filling the
pastoral worker with grog in order to separate him from his pay-cheque. Drunks were left to
sleep it off where they fell, sometimes in the filth of the gutter, where the sun completed the
dehydration that the liquor had begun. Ruinous drinking habits did not change as the colony
grew; wherever the settlers went alcohol followed, and workers in every branch of the pastoral
industry if they got their hands on alcohol would drink it to the last drop, unless it killed them
first.Drinking is now so deeply embedded in Australian culture that it is perceived as normal,
healthy even. In Gone Bush Bob Lunney spins a yarn about life in Darwin at the beginning of the
fifties: a rugby-playing mate of his was suffering from kidney cramps and went to see the
doctor:The doctor was a bit mystified, and then … he asked timidly, as if he thought it was a
stupid question, “You do drink beer, don’t you?” [He didn’t.] “Bloody hell!” explained the doctor,
“no wonder you’ve got kidney cramps, you silly bugger. You’re the first patient I’ve had up here
over sixteen, male or female, who doesn’t drink. Drink two beers a day to flush your kidneys or
pack your traps and go back south.”This advice is both apocryphal and bad, but it illustrates the
universality of the belief that alcohol consumption is an essential marker of the good life, and
tangentially, of adulthood. Lunney goes on:He drank his two beers a day and the cramps
disappeared, but unfortunately when last I saw him he was an alcoholic bum.In prissy white-



collar 21st-century Australia, a culture of macho hard-drinking still prevails.As Frank Moorhouse
says in his essay “The Australian Legend” (1984), “Heroic spree-drinking still characterises
males of many sub-classes [sic]. Drinking is a man’s way of crying, as Lawson said.” For
Moorhouse and Lawson before him it seems obvious that self-punishing bouts of drinking have a
strong connection with grief of some kind. For whatever reason it remains easier in most places
in Australia to get drunk than to find something half-way decent to eat. In towns like Alice
Springs, liquor outlets outnumber food stores by a ratio of six or seven to one. One in three
Australian men will exhibit symptoms of alcoholism at some time in his life; 15 per cent of
Australian alcoholics will kill themselves by violent means; more will just drink themselves to
death. Binge drinking is one of a galaxy of self-destructive behaviours making a continuum with
suicide, suicide attempts, drug abuse, reckless driving and self-harming, all of which are rife in
the “lucky” country.What is there for whitefellas to cry about? Explanations of Australian binge-
drinking are lame, but they do contain some clues. Henry Lawson’s Joe Wilson explains it this
way:Shepherds and boundary riders, who are alone for months, must have their periodical spree
at the nearest shanty, else they’d go raving mad. Drink is the only break in the awful monotony,
and the yearly or half-yearly spree is the only thing they’ve got to look forward to: it keeps their
minds fixed on something definite ahead.Country is only awfully monotonous to those who are
uninterested in it and unattached to it. Lawson and his characters Mitchell and Joe Wilson are
typical in their downright loathing of the outback, “a blasted barren wilderness that doesn’t even
howl”. The wilderness was not in fact barren, and at least until whitefellas fenced off vast areas
to serve as test sites and rocket ranges it was not blasted either.In Australian literature, the
Europeans’ corrosive unease expresses itself in a curious distortion of the pathetic fallacy, which
characterises the land as harsh, cruel, savage, relentless, the sky as implacable, pitiless and so
forth. The heart of the country is called “dead”. As Thomas Keneally said in “On Being
Australian” (1984), if we call the heart of our nation dead we render ourselves “reduced humans,
cultural and geographic maggots”. But it is not the heart of the country but the gubba’s heart that
is dead, empty of attachment, and petulant under the penalty of Adam. In our literature
vicissitudes of heat and cold are interpreted as a kind of punishment and the physical world itself
given the role of an avenging deity. The vegetation is described as “stunted”,“warped”,
“misshapen”, “gnarled and twisted and ragged”, another example of projection of a presentiment
of evil within to the countryside without. Michael Blakemore in “The Straight Poofter”, published
in 1984, describes the landscape as “endless and neutral, not hostile to human beings, nor
nurturing; just profoundly indifferent”, and again we are contemplating another transference; it is
Blakemore who is indifferent to country, here revealingly called “landscape”. It was not the
country that was damned but the settler who felt in his heart that he was damned. His impotent
cursing, which has left a legacy in the unequalled degree of profanity in Australian speech, was
a classic piece of transference. We hate this country because we cannot allow ourselves to love
it. We know in our hearts’ core that it is not ours.Quarterly EssayQuarterly EssayQuarterly Essay
is published four times a year by Black Inc., an imprint of SchwartzPublishing Pty LtdPublisher:
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the journal is the length of a short book because we want our writers to have the opportunity to
speak to the broadest possible audience without condescension or populist shortcuts. Quarterly
Essay wants to get away from the tyranny that space limits impose in contemporary journalism
and we give our essayists the space to express the evidence for their views and those who
disagree with them the chance to reply at whatever length is necessary. Quarterly Essay will not
be confined to politics but is centrally concerned with it. We are not interested in occupying any
particular point on the political map and we hope to bring our readership the widest range of



political and cultural opinion which is compatible with truth-telling, style and command of the
essay form.Quarterly Essay aims to present significant contributions to political, intellectual and
cultural debate. It is a magazine in extended pamphlet form and by publishing in each issue a
single writer at a length of at least 20,000 words we hope to mediate between the limitations of
the newspaper column, where there is the danger that evidence and argument can be
swallowed up by the form, and the kind of full-length study of a subject where the only
readership is a necessarily specialised one. Quarterly Essay aims for the attention of the
committed general reader. Although it is a periodical which wants subscribers, each number of
the journal is the length of a short book because we want our writers to have the opportunity to
speak to the broadest possible audience without condescension or populist shortcuts. Quarterly
Essay wants to get away from the tyranny that space limits impose in contemporary journalism
and we give our essayists the space to express the evidence for their views and those who
disagree with them the chance to reply at whatever length is necessary. Quarterly Essay will not
be confined to politics but is centrally concerned with it. We are not interested in occupying any
particular point on the political map and we hope to bring our readership the widest range of
political and cultural opinion which is compatible with truth-telling, style and command of the
essay form.INTRODUCTIONIt’s not hard to imagine that Germaine Greer’s Quarterly
Essay,Whitefella Jump Up will draw fire from every side. Here we have the spectacle of an
eminent expatriate, long nurtured by the fame that Australia in itself cannot give (much as it may
contribute more than its fair share), lecturing her countrymen on why Aboriginality should be
central to their sense of themselves and the nation they must construct or imagine into being if
they are not to remain bemired in what she takes to be a legacy of their British colonial past with
nothing but the spectre of American-style materialism and a parallel vassaldom to put in its
place.She shows little sympathy for the effort of white liberals in the direction of Reconciliation
which she may take to be a shibboleth or a delusion, nor is she preoccupied here with the
practical question of how to improve the material conditions of Aboriginal people that currently
preoccupies Aborigine leaders like Noel Pearson (who have their own intolerance of the fruits of
white liberalism). She does not engage directly with Robert Manne-style outrage at the wrongs
done to the stolen generations of Aboriginal children, nor is she preoccupied with the debates
between Henry Reynolds, on the one hand, and Keith Windschuttle, on the other, about the
number of blacks who were or were not massacred by white settlers. (It would not be hard to
infer where Greer would position herself in this debate but consideration of it is not part of her
emphasis.)Germaine Greer is at pains to emphasise that she is not addressing the subject of
what is wrong with the Aborigines and how this can be redressed. On the contrary, it is the
malaise that afflicts white Australia which she believes can only be cured with black medicine.
The dislocation and the depression which has desolated white Australians has its physical
correlative in the looming environmental crisis but it has always been there as a persistent
unease, a mute apprehension of bad faith.Part of the logic of Germaine Greer’s essay is to invert
the logic of the stereotype. It is white Australia that always made alcohol into a nightmare, as if



binge drinking were the only way these hopeless Australian men could weep at what they have
done to their world. It is white Australians who have cursed the land they trod on and indulged in
doomed projective fantasies about the emptiness at its core and it is white Australians who felt
that they suffered some inner damnation of estrangement from the land.The literary critic in
Germaine Greer sees this as a version of the affective fallacy where what was projected on to
the land was the guilt and shame of dispossessing a people we knew had a feeling for it that
should have made them our debtors not our servants, and victims.Sometimes the characteristic
Australian melancholy about the land took the form of the Irish pose of heroic survival but in fact
the only way whites could live in this country was by trusting to the kindness and the know-how
of the Aborigines. Even the bush narratives like Mary Durack’s Kings in Grass Castles make this
clear. Where would Patrick Durack have been without his Aboriginal retainer who in fact ran the
station and was cherished but only as a lower form of life?Germaine Greer is absolutely
convincing in the way she handles the literary and historical stories of the depth of dependence
of white and black as well as the depth (and self-mutilation) in the poignancy that attends the
betrayal of the bond.It’s there in her account of the Lawson story about the white boy who would
like to be a tracker like his black mate even though going native is anathema and a form of
death. And in the end he’s left to drift in a culture which has no language even to apprehend his
grief.Part of the image of Germaine Greer is a little like Gertrude Stein’s description of Ezra
Pound as “a village explainer. Excellent if you are a village. If not, not.”A problem which can be
compounded by the fact that Australia is the village she came from, long ago, and she has
sometimes seemed to address it as if it were a village still. But if Australia remains something of
a village, it’s worth cottoning on to the fact that Greer is being the opposite of hectoring in what
she is saying to this country. Her message is a message of mercy, not of vengeance. Hence her
central suggestion that we admit we have been living in an Aboriginal country all along and that
we should look in the mirror and tell ourselves where we are and what we are.The idea of the
Aborigines as mirror images of white Australians, the idea of all Australians seeing themselves in
the mirror of Aboriginality, may seem strange to liberal-minded people who are acutely aware of
the degradations that have been inflicted on the blacks but Germaine Greer seems to suggest
that at least the willingness to identify is a matter of choice. She is careful not to speak for the
blacks themselves but she emphasises that we must imagine a community before we can
construct one. Aboriginality, for her, is not a matter of lines of descent, of genes and blood, it is a
getting of wisdom and of understanding. What we have to understand is that the Aboriginal
character of Australia is the best thing about the place, in a deep sense it is the only thing about
the place that is worth believing in as a mythology and therefore we should cleave to it as an
imaginative destiny, our national hope.She appears to believe that as long as we conceive of the
Aborigines as the thing we are not, the contrast that defines us, there will be no grace in us, no
matter how theoretically liberal and well-disposed we may be.This is heady stuff and it owes
something to Benedict Anderson’s notion of ideal (because imagined) communities but this kind
of vision, and the audacity with which Greer argues so strenuously for it, may be precisely the



kind of thing Australia has been yearning for all these years.After all, as Greer says, the
Aborigines have always been trying to seduce white Australians into their web of dreams and
she emphasises not only the gentleness and kindliness of so much of the Aboriginal treatment
of white Australians but also, in a speculative way, the affinities and influences which she
suggests may flow from blacks to whites, not vice versa. Do the Aborigines really speak like a
broader version of the British settlers or is the Australian accent with its nasalisation and
pattering consonants mediated through a thousand black women nursing white settler children?
And there are broad affinities of cultural empathy or of empathies that seem to go beyond
“culture” narrowly conceived. What is the origin of Australian evasiveness, of our laconic
character, our distaste for self-revelation and our love of endless yarning and anecdote?When
Cathy Freeman sat on the ground, after her great victory, wasn’t that gesture something we
instinctively understood in our bones and didn’t we know, without thinking about it, that she was
one of our own, not because of a derivative “Australia” as we currently conceive it, but because
she was in the deepest sense our countrywoman and knew the land as her own?Many
pragmatic political Australians of every colour will dismiss this sort of thing as romantic, as the
merest flag-flying of a symbolic politics but, as Don Watson said once, no one has ever
successfully refuted the idealist view of history and if we are to change the direction of our
history then a symbolism, grounded in experience, is our best hope.Greer is scathing – some
will think too hastily – about the way the Anglo-Celtic, up-yours-with-the-rent monoculture rapidly
evacuates any of the potential of the multiculturalism we feign to believe in, but surely she has a
point when she says that Aboriginality is the one thing that stands against Australianism in its
current market-rules American mode?Constitutional lawyers may wring their hands at what she
says about the British crown as an absentee landlord but surely there is a symbolic logic in
displacing this with the notion of land held by an Aboriginal republic in the name of the Australian
people who define themselves as Aboriginal?At times Greer sounds as if she thinks
Aboriginality could translate us into a nation that identified, at least in its core values, in its
central myth, with the people of the third world and she would see this as a great kick at British
pomp and circumstance and the hard driving power of American domination.Many years ago at
the time of the dismissal of the Whitlam government, Germaine Greer said that Australia could
have been the wonder of the earth because it could have been a nation built on prosperity that
paid homage to a political vision that ministered to the poor of the earth. In many ways Whitefella
Jump Up and the political vision it enunciates seems a continuation of that thought.In one way
Germaine Greer seems to be talking about something as heartening and manifest as the New
Zealand identification with the Maori, with the thrill of pride, more powerful than colonialism,
which fills the air when the All-Blacks, white and Maori, perform the haka. In another way she is
suggesting we should simply sit upon the ground and listen to the stories our own earth tells.
This is not a hectoring essay, nor a grandstanding one, and the reader would do well to set aside
whatever she thinks of Germaine Greer.It is a lucidly simple essay. It is an essay that refuses to
presume, to buy into the rhetoric of the politics of the Aboriginal Question. At the same time it is



an essay which crystallises something which has been in the air in this country for a long time
now, what has often been vaguely thought but which has never, I think, been so well
expressed.Whitefella Jump Up is within an inch of not being a political essay at all but is, in the
end, a political essay and a profound one. It is an essay about sitting down and thinking where
all the politics start and what kind of legend Australia wants to place at its heart.Peter
CravenINTRODUCTIONIt’s not hard to imagine that Germaine Greer’s Quarterly
Essay,Whitefella Jump Up will draw fire from every side. Here we have the spectacle of an
eminent expatriate, long nurtured by the fame that Australia in itself cannot give (much as it may
contribute more than its fair share), lecturing her countrymen on why Aboriginality should be
central to their sense of themselves and the nation they must construct or imagine into being if
they are not to remain bemired in what she takes to be a legacy of their British colonial past with
nothing but the spectre of American-style materialism and a parallel vassaldom to put in its
place.She shows little sympathy for the effort of white liberals in the direction of Reconciliation
which she may take to be a shibboleth or a delusion, nor is she preoccupied here with the
practical question of how to improve the material conditions of Aboriginal people that currently
preoccupies Aborigine leaders like Noel Pearson (who have their own intolerance of the fruits of
white liberalism). She does not engage directly with Robert Manne-style outrage at the wrongs
done to the stolen generations of Aboriginal children, nor is she preoccupied with the debates
between Henry Reynolds, on the one hand, and Keith Windschuttle, on the other, about the
number of blacks who were or were not massacred by white settlers. (It would not be hard to
infer where Greer would position herself in this debate but consideration of it is not part of her
emphasis.)Germaine Greer is at pains to emphasise that she is not addressing the subject of
what is wrong with the Aborigines and how this can be redressed. On the contrary, it is the
malaise that afflicts white Australia which she believes can only be cured with black medicine.
The dislocation and the depression which has desolated white Australians has its physical
correlative in the looming environmental crisis but it has always been there as a persistent
unease, a mute apprehension of bad faith.Part of the logic of Germaine Greer’s essay is to invert
the logic of the stereotype. It is white Australia that always made alcohol into a nightmare, as if
binge drinking were the only way these hopeless Australian men could weep at what they have
done to their world. It is white Australians who have cursed the land they trod on and indulged in
doomed projective fantasies about the emptiness at its core and it is white Australians who felt
that they suffered some inner damnation of estrangement from the land.The literary critic in
Germaine Greer sees this as a version of the affective fallacy where what was projected on to
the land was the guilt and shame of dispossessing a people we knew had a feeling for it that
should have made them our debtors not our servants, and victims.Sometimes the characteristic
Australian melancholy about the land took the form of the Irish pose of heroic survival but in fact
the only way whites could live in this country was by trusting to the kindness and the know-how
of the Aborigines. Even the bush narratives like Mary Durack’s Kings in Grass Castles make this
clear. Where would Patrick Durack have been without his Aboriginal retainer who in fact ran the



station and was cherished but only as a lower form of life?Germaine Greer is absolutely
convincing in the way she handles the literary and historical stories of the depth of dependence
of white and black as well as the depth (and self-mutilation) in the poignancy that attends the
betrayal of the bond.It’s there in her account of the Lawson story about the white boy who would
like to be a tracker like his black mate even though going native is anathema and a form of
death. And in the end he’s left to drift in a culture which has no language even to apprehend his
grief.Part of the image of Germaine Greer is a little like Gertrude Stein’s description of Ezra
Pound as “a village explainer. Excellent if you are a village. If not, not.”A problem which can be
compounded by the fact that Australia is the village she came from, long ago, and she has
sometimes seemed to address it as if it were a village still. But if Australia remains something of
a village, it’s worth cottoning on to the fact that Greer is being the opposite of hectoring in what
she is saying to this country. Her message is a message of mercy, not of vengeance. Hence her
central suggestion that we admit we have been living in an Aboriginal country all along and that
we should look in the mirror and tell ourselves where we are and what we are.The idea of the
Aborigines as mirror images of white Australians, the idea of all Australians seeing themselves in
the mirror of Aboriginality, may seem strange to liberal-minded people who are acutely aware of
the degradations that have been inflicted on the blacks but Germaine Greer seems to suggest
that at least the willingness to identify is a matter of choice. She is careful not to speak for the
blacks themselves but she emphasises that we must imagine a community before we can
construct one. Aboriginality, for her, is not a matter of lines of descent, of genes and blood, it is a
getting of wisdom and of understanding. What we have to understand is that the Aboriginal
character of Australia is the best thing about the place, in a deep sense it is the only thing about
the place that is worth believing in as a mythology and therefore we should cleave to it as an
imaginative destiny, our national hope.She appears to believe that as long as we conceive of the
Aborigines as the thing we are not, the contrast that defines us, there will be no grace in us, no
matter how theoretically liberal and well-disposed we may be.This is heady stuff and it owes
something to Benedict Anderson’s notion of ideal (because imagined) communities but this kind
of vision, and the audacity with which Greer argues so strenuously for it, may be precisely the
kind of thing Australia has been yearning for all these years.After all, as Greer says, the
Aborigines have always been trying to seduce white Australians into their web of dreams and
she emphasises not only the gentleness and kindliness of so much of the Aboriginal treatment
of white Australians but also, in a speculative way, the affinities and influences which she
suggests may flow from blacks to whites, not vice versa. Do the Aborigines really speak like a
broader version of the British settlers or is the Australian accent with its nasalisation and
pattering consonants mediated through a thousand black women nursing white settler children?
And there are broad affinities of cultural empathy or of empathies that seem to go beyond
“culture” narrowly conceived. What is the origin of Australian evasiveness, of our laconic
character, our distaste for self-revelation and our love of endless yarning and anecdote?When
Cathy Freeman sat on the ground, after her great victory, wasn’t that gesture something we



instinctively understood in our bones and didn’t we know, without thinking about it, that she was
one of our own, not because of a derivative “Australia” as we currently conceive it, but because
she was in the deepest sense our countrywoman and knew the land as her own?Many
pragmatic political Australians of every colour will dismiss this sort of thing as romantic, as the
merest flag-flying of a symbolic politics but, as Don Watson said once, no one has ever
successfully refuted the idealist view of history and if we are to change the direction of our
history then a symbolism, grounded in experience, is our best hope.Greer is scathing – some
will think too hastily – about the way the Anglo-Celtic, up-yours-with-the-rent monoculture rapidly
evacuates any of the potential of the multiculturalism we feign to believe in, but surely she has a
point when she says that Aboriginality is the one thing that stands against Australianism in its
current market-rules American mode?Constitutional lawyers may wring their hands at what she
says about the British crown as an absentee landlord but surely there is a symbolic logic in
displacing this with the notion of land held by an Aboriginal republic in the name of the Australian
people who define themselves as Aboriginal?At times Greer sounds as if she thinks
Aboriginality could translate us into a nation that identified, at least in its core values, in its
central myth, with the people of the third world and she would see this as a great kick at British
pomp and circumstance and the hard driving power of American domination.Many years ago at
the time of the dismissal of the Whitlam government, Germaine Greer said that Australia could
have been the wonder of the earth because it could have been a nation built on prosperity that
paid homage to a political vision that ministered to the poor of the earth. In many ways Whitefella
Jump Up and the political vision it enunciates seems a continuation of that thought.In one way
Germaine Greer seems to be talking about something as heartening and manifest as the New
Zealand identification with the Maori, with the thrill of pride, more powerful than colonialism,
which fills the air when the All-Blacks, white and Maori, perform the haka. In another way she is
suggesting we should simply sit upon the ground and listen to the stories our own earth tells.
This is not a hectoring essay, nor a grandstanding one, and the reader would do well to set aside
whatever she thinks of Germaine Greer.It is a lucidly simple essay. It is an essay that refuses to
presume, to buy into the rhetoric of the politics of the Aboriginal Question. At the same time it is
an essay which crystallises something which has been in the air in this country for a long time
now, what has often been vaguely thought but which has never, I think, been so well
expressed.Whitefella Jump Up is within an inch of not being a political essay at all but is, in the
end, a political essay and a profound one. It is an essay about sitting down and thinking where
all the politics start and what kind of legend Australia wants to place at its heart.Peter
CravenWHITEFELL JUMPUPThe Shortest Way to NationhoodGermaine Greerjump up, from
Kriol, of cattle, to leap up to a higher level; hence, of people, to be resurrected or reborn.THE
WHITE MAN’S BURDENWhat follows is not another of the hundreds of studies of Aborigines
that are published every year. Neither is it the nth paper bullet shot off in support of the black
arm-banded or the white blind-folded. Its author has not studied a particular remnant of the
original populations of this country as if they were stone-age pond-life, nor has she read more



than a few hundred thousands of the billions of words written about Aborigines by
ethnographers, ethnologists, ethologists, psychologists, anthropologists, archaeologists,
sociologists, linguists, semiologists, historians, glottochronologists and graduate students. All
such are welcome to make what they will of a modest suggestion offered by an elderly Australian
laywoman who is not in search of a qualification or a job or promotion. I would hope that what I
have to say will be recognised as grounded in simple commonsense, but I confidently expect
that among the comments that will be made, if any are made, will be that I have lost my marbles,
to which others, whom the media recognise as my friends, will obligingly rejoin that “Germs” was
always crazy and this no more than the latest manifestation of her ratbaggery. Above all I’m not
trying to be right at the cost of proving everyone else wrong. I’m offering a suggestion for
consideration, discussion and modification, in the hope of bouncing a tired and rancorous
discourse onto new tracks. Where it goes after that is not up to me.There is only one way to
escape from an impasse, that is, to turn back to the point where you went wrong, sit down on the
ground and have a think about it.I’ve seen too much of the frantic grief that is eating the heart out
of Aboriginal communities not to have racked my brain for years trying to imagine a way of
healing it, but I’m not here offering yet another solution to the Aborigine problem. Rather I want to
suggest an end to the problematisation of Aborigines. Blackfellas are not and never were the
problem. They were the solution, if only whitefellas had been able to see it. The country I love
has been crazily devastated by whitefellas who seem unable to give a damn, and who even now
insist on continuing in their madness, knocking down its mountains, grinding up its trees,
diverting its watercourses, building high-rises on its flood plains, creating an endless nightmare
of suburbia from which our kids try to escape by sticking needles in their arms. I want to turn the
situation upside down and see if it wouldn’t run better that way.My white countrymen appear to
me afflicted by a kind of emotional paralysis, a pathological indifference. It is obvious to anyone
who gives the matter five minutes’ thought that Australia’s “sophisticated recreational lifestyle”
comes at a huge cost in terms of non-renewable resources, water for instance. The senescent
bush along the densely populated foreshores will one day explode in firestorms that will wipe out
the insurance market and bring the whole shonky economy to its knees. Australians have access
to adequate and reliable information about the threat represented by their mismanaged
environment, but they remain unable to give a damn.A good deal of energy has been expended
on diagnosing the malaise that leads to high levels of alcoholism, addiction and crimes of
violence in Aboriginal society; there are as many explanations of Aboriginal self-destructiveness
as there are writers on the subject. Whitefella spiritual desolation is seldom admitted, let alone
discussed. Problem drinking affected whitefellas long before it made devastating inroads into
Aboriginal society, and it continues to wreak havoc today. Drinking habits that are well known to
be implicated in violence of all kinds, especially domestic violence and child abuse, as well as
road accidents, avoidable illness, suicide and premature death, are regarded with a kind of
amused tolerance. When we see such behaviour in Russia we know it to be pathological and we
can diagnose demoralisation, displacement and despair as root causes, without invoking cop-



out theories of alcoholism as a disease caused by genetically inherited factors.Early observers
of Australian drunkenness posited a disease they called dipsomania; others treated alcohol itself
as a race poison. The powers of the demon drink were wildly exaggerated, as by Charles Eden,
writing in My Wife and I in Queensland. An Eight Years Experience in the above colony,
published in 1872:Once taste the degrading debauch, and there is no remedy, the victim goes
on knocking down his cheque half-yearly, sinking lower and lower, all that was ever good in him
withering and drying up under the curse, and he dies alone at last unknown, unregretted and
unmissed. This may seem a terrible picture but, reader, it is underdrawn.If whitefellas are
wrecking their lives and the lives of others because of the way they abuse alcohol, it is not
because alcohol is itself addictive, but because something has gone badly wrong. That
something has been wrong from the beginning of settlement and it has yet to be put right.It
seems obvious that convicts and settlers bartered with the military for a share of their rum ration
during the first years of settlement because they were seeking an anodyne to their shock,
disorientation and misery. They were in the wrong place and they knew it. It was clear to the
captains of ships trading with the colony that they had an inexhaustible market for vast quantities
of rum. In 1794 the captain of an American ship refused to supply provisions to the starving
colony unless the governor also relieved him of his cargo of 7500 gallons of rum. Rum became
currency; wages were paid in rum. In 1797 Governor Hunter was appalled to find “spirits enough
to deluge the colony” being sold to the settlers “at an immense profit, to the destruction of all
order, to the almost total destruction of every speck of religion”. Between 1800 and 1802 when
D’Arcy Wentworth and his mates held an exclusive licence for the importation of liquor, 69,980
gallons of spirits and 33,246 gallons of wine were landed in Sydney, to be consumed by a
population of less than 6000. John MacArthur, much-lauded founder of the Australian pastoral
industry, was only the first landowner to solve his cash crisis by dealing in alcohol. Many others
followed his example. The first thing John Pascoe Fawkner did after choosing the site for the
future city of Melbourne was to build, not a church or a town hall, but a hotel. It was accepted
that without alcohol life in the Great South Land would be unbearable.For convicts and settlers
of Irish background, it was second nature to set aside part of any crop of grain or potatoes for
distilling poteen. With spirits retailing at high prices, and the land refusing to produce the hoped-
for riches, many of the settlers turned to sly-grog manufacture as a way of making ends meet.
Even the most remote rural tracks were studded with shanties or sly-grog shops, run on the lines
of the shebeens in Ireland. What was sold in them was a dangerous mixture of ethyl and methyl
alcohols, which could drive a man off his head, or leave him blind, or dead. Not for nothing did
Banjo Paterson call the shanty where sheep-stealer Ryan was found “drunk as a lord” by Trooper
Scott the “Shadow of Death Hotel”. Inland Australian townships were little more than strings of
pubs, where the publicans and their employees were expert at “lambing down”, filling the
pastoral worker with grog in order to separate him from his pay-cheque. Drunks were left to
sleep it off where they fell, sometimes in the filth of the gutter, where the sun completed the
dehydration that the liquor had begun. Ruinous drinking habits did not change as the colony



grew; wherever the settlers went alcohol followed, and workers in every branch of the pastoral
industry if they got their hands on alcohol would drink it to the last drop, unless it killed them
first.Drinking is now so deeply embedded in Australian culture that it is perceived as normal,
healthy even. In Gone Bush Bob Lunney spins a yarn about life in Darwin at the beginning of the
fifties: a rugby-playing mate of his was suffering from kidney cramps and went to see the
doctor:The doctor was a bit mystified, and then … he asked timidly, as if he thought it was a
stupid question, “You do drink beer, don’t you?” [He didn’t.] “Bloody hell!” explained the doctor,
“no wonder you’ve got kidney cramps, you silly bugger. You’re the first patient I’ve had up here
over sixteen, male or female, who doesn’t drink. Drink two beers a day to flush your kidneys or
pack your traps and go back south.”This advice is both apocryphal and bad, but it illustrates the
universality of the belief that alcohol consumption is an essential marker of the good life, and
tangentially, of adulthood. Lunney goes on:He drank his two beers a day and the cramps
disappeared, but unfortunately when last I saw him he was an alcoholic bum.In prissy white-
collar 21st-century Australia, a culture of macho hard-drinking still prevails.As Frank Moorhouse
says in his essay “The Australian Legend” (1984), “Heroic spree-drinking still characterises
males of many sub-classes [sic]. Drinking is a man’s way of crying, as Lawson said.” For
Moorhouse and Lawson before him it seems obvious that self-punishing bouts of drinking have a
strong connection with grief of some kind. For whatever reason it remains easier in most places
in Australia to get drunk than to find something half-way decent to eat. In towns like Alice
Springs, liquor outlets outnumber food stores by a ratio of six or seven to one. One in three
Australian men will exhibit symptoms of alcoholism at some time in his life; 15 per cent of
Australian alcoholics will kill themselves by violent means; more will just drink themselves to
death. Binge drinking is one of a galaxy of self-destructive behaviours making a continuum with
suicide, suicide attempts, drug abuse, reckless driving and self-harming, all of which are rife in
the “lucky” country.What is there for whitefellas to cry about? Explanations of Australian binge-
drinking are lame, but they do contain some clues. Henry Lawson’s Joe Wilson explains it this
way:Shepherds and boundary riders, who are alone for months, must have their periodical spree
at the nearest shanty, else they’d go raving mad. Drink is the only break in the awful monotony,
and the yearly or half-yearly spree is the only thing they’ve got to look forward to: it keeps their
minds fixed on something definite ahead.Country is only awfully monotonous to those who are
uninterested in it and unattached to it. Lawson and his characters Mitchell and Joe Wilson are
typical in their downright loathing of the outback, “a blasted barren wilderness that doesn’t even
howl”. The wilderness was not in fact barren, and at least until whitefellas fenced off vast areas
to serve as test sites and rocket ranges it was not blasted either.In Australian literature, the
Europeans’ corrosive unease expresses itself in a curious distortion of the pathetic fallacy, which
characterises the land as harsh, cruel, savage, relentless, the sky as implacable, pitiless and so
forth. The heart of the country is called “dead”. As Thomas Keneally said in “On Being
Australian” (1984), if we call the heart of our nation dead we render ourselves “reduced humans,
cultural and geographic maggots”. But it is not the heart of the country but the gubba’s heart that



is dead, empty of attachment, and petulant under the penalty of Adam. In our literature
vicissitudes of heat and cold are interpreted as a kind of punishment and the physical world itself
given the role of an avenging deity. The vegetation is described as “stunted”,“warped”,
“misshapen”, “gnarled and twisted and ragged”, another example of projection of a presentiment
of evil within to the countryside without. Michael Blakemore in “The Straight Poofter”, published
in 1984, describes the landscape as “endless and neutral, not hostile to human beings, nor
nurturing; just profoundly indifferent”, and again we are contemplating another transference; it is
Blakemore who is indifferent to country, here revealingly called “landscape”. It was not the
country that was damned but the settler who felt in his heart that he was damned. His impotent
cursing, which has left a legacy in the unequalled degree of profanity in Australian speech, was
a classic piece of transference. We hate this country because we cannot allow ourselves to love
it. We know in our hearts’ core that it is not ours.WHITEFELL JUMPUPThe Shortest Way to
NationhoodGermaine Greerjump up, from Kriol, of cattle, to leap up to a higher level; hence, of
people, to be resurrected or reborn.THE WHITE MAN’S BURDENWhat follows is not another of
the hundreds of studies of Aborigines that are published every year. Neither is it the nth paper
bullet shot off in support of the black arm-banded or the white blind-folded. Its author has not
studied a particular remnant of the original populations of this country as if they were stone-age
pond-life, nor has she read more than a few hundred thousands of the billions of words written
about Aborigines by ethnographers, ethnologists, ethologists, psychologists, anthropologists,
archaeologists, sociologists, linguists, semiologists, historians, glottochronologists and graduate
students. All such are welcome to make what they will of a modest suggestion offered by an
elderly Australian laywoman who is not in search of a qualification or a job or promotion. I would
hope that what I have to say will be recognised as grounded in simple commonsense, but I
confidently expect that among the comments that will be made, if any are made, will be that I
have lost my marbles, to which others, whom the media recognise as my friends, will obligingly
rejoin that “Germs” was always crazy and this no more than the latest manifestation of her
ratbaggery. Above all I’m not trying to be right at the cost of proving everyone else wrong. I’m
offering a suggestion for consideration, discussion and modification, in the hope of bouncing a
tired and rancorous discourse onto new tracks. Where it goes after that is not up to me.There is
only one way to escape from an impasse, that is, to turn back to the point where you went
wrong, sit down on the ground and have a think about it.I’ve seen too much of the frantic grief
that is eating the heart out of Aboriginal communities not to have racked my brain for years trying
to imagine a way of healing it, but I’m not here offering yet another solution to the Aborigine
problem. Rather I want to suggest an end to the problematisation of Aborigines. Blackfellas are
not and never were the problem. They were the solution, if only whitefellas had been able to see
it. The country I love has been crazily devastated by whitefellas who seem unable to give a
damn, and who even now insist on continuing in their madness, knocking down its mountains,
grinding up its trees, diverting its watercourses, building high-rises on its flood plains, creating
an endless nightmare of suburbia from which our kids try to escape by sticking needles in their



arms. I want to turn the situation upside down and see if it wouldn’t run better that way.My white
countrymen appear to me afflicted by a kind of emotional paralysis, a pathological indifference. It
is obvious to anyone who gives the matter five minutes’ thought that Australia’s “sophisticated
recreational lifestyle” comes at a huge cost in terms of non-renewable resources, water for
instance. The senescent bush along the densely populated foreshores will one day explode in
firestorms that will wipe out the insurance market and bring the whole shonky economy to its
knees. Australians have access to adequate and reliable information about the threat
represented by their mismanaged environment, but they remain unable to give a damn.A good
deal of energy has been expended on diagnosing the malaise that leads to high levels of
alcoholism, addiction and crimes of violence in Aboriginal society; there are as many
explanations of Aboriginal self-destructiveness as there are writers on the subject. Whitefella
spiritual desolation is seldom admitted, let alone discussed. Problem drinking affected
whitefellas long before it made devastating inroads into Aboriginal society, and it continues to
wreak havoc today. Drinking habits that are well known to be implicated in violence of all kinds,
especially domestic violence and child abuse, as well as road accidents, avoidable illness,
suicide and premature death, are regarded with a kind of amused tolerance. When we see such
behaviour in Russia we know it to be pathological and we can diagnose demoralisation,
displacement and despair as root causes, without invoking cop-out theories of alcoholism as a
disease caused by genetically inherited factors.Early observers of Australian drunkenness
posited a disease they called dipsomania; others treated alcohol itself as a race poison. The
powers of the demon drink were wildly exaggerated, as by Charles Eden, writing in My Wife and
I in Queensland. An Eight Years Experience in the above colony, published in 1872:Once taste
the degrading debauch, and there is no remedy, the victim goes on knocking down his cheque
half-yearly, sinking lower and lower, all that was ever good in him withering and drying up under
the curse, and he dies alone at last unknown, unregretted and unmissed. This may seem a
terrible picture but, reader, it is underdrawn.If whitefellas are wrecking their lives and the lives of
others because of the way they abuse alcohol, it is not because alcohol is itself addictive, but
because something has gone badly wrong. That something has been wrong from the beginning
of settlement and it has yet to be put right.It seems obvious that convicts and settlers bartered
with the military for a share of their rum ration during the first years of settlement because they
were seeking an anodyne to their shock, disorientation and misery. They were in the wrong
place and they knew it. It was clear to the captains of ships trading with the colony that they had
an inexhaustible market for vast quantities of rum. In 1794 the captain of an American ship
refused to supply provisions to the starving colony unless the governor also relieved him of his
cargo of 7500 gallons of rum. Rum became currency; wages were paid in rum. In 1797 Governor
Hunter was appalled to find “spirits enough to deluge the colony” being sold to the settlers “at an
immense profit, to the destruction of all order, to the almost total destruction of every speck of
religion”. Between 1800 and 1802 when D’Arcy Wentworth and his mates held an exclusive
licence for the importation of liquor, 69,980 gallons of spirits and 33,246 gallons of wine were



landed in Sydney, to be consumed by a population of less than 6000. John MacArthur, much-
lauded founder of the Australian pastoral industry, was only the first landowner to solve his cash
crisis by dealing in alcohol. Many others followed his example. The first thing John Pascoe
Fawkner did after choosing the site for the future city of Melbourne was to build, not a church or
a town hall, but a hotel. It was accepted that without alcohol life in the Great South Land would
be unbearable.For convicts and settlers of Irish background, it was second nature to set aside
part of any crop of grain or potatoes for distilling poteen. With spirits retailing at high prices, and
the land refusing to produce the hoped-for riches, many of the settlers turned to sly-grog
manufacture as a way of making ends meet. Even the most remote rural tracks were studded
with shanties or sly-grog shops, run on the lines of the shebeens in Ireland. What was sold in
them was a dangerous mixture of ethyl and methyl alcohols, which could drive a man off his
head, or leave him blind, or dead. Not for nothing did Banjo Paterson call the shanty where
sheep-stealer Ryan was found “drunk as a lord” by Trooper Scott the “Shadow of Death Hotel”.
Inland Australian townships were little more than strings of pubs, where the publicans and their
employees were expert at “lambing down”, filling the pastoral worker with grog in order to
separate him from his pay-cheque. Drunks were left to sleep it off where they fell, sometimes in
the filth of the gutter, where the sun completed the dehydration that the liquor had begun.
Ruinous drinking habits did not change as the colony grew; wherever the settlers went alcohol
followed, and workers in every branch of the pastoral industry if they got their hands on alcohol
would drink it to the last drop, unless it killed them first.Drinking is now so deeply embedded in
Australian culture that it is perceived as normal, healthy even. In Gone Bush Bob Lunney spins a
yarn about life in Darwin at the beginning of the fifties: a rugby-playing mate of his was suffering
from kidney cramps and went to see the doctor:The doctor was a bit mystified, and then … he
asked timidly, as if he thought it was a stupid question, “You do drink beer, don’t you?” [He
didn’t.] “Bloody hell!” explained the doctor, “no wonder you’ve got kidney cramps, you silly
bugger. You’re the first patient I’ve had up here over sixteen, male or female, who doesn’t drink.
Drink two beers a day to flush your kidneys or pack your traps and go back south.”This advice is
both apocryphal and bad, but it illustrates the universality of the belief that alcohol consumption
is an essential marker of the good life, and tangentially, of adulthood. Lunney goes on:He drank
his two beers a day and the cramps disappeared, but unfortunately when last I saw him he was
an alcoholic bum.In prissy white-collar 21st-century Australia, a culture of macho hard-drinking
still prevails.As Frank Moorhouse says in his essay “The Australian Legend” (1984), “Heroic
spree-drinking still characterises males of many sub-classes [sic]. Drinking is a man’s way of
crying, as Lawson said.” For Moorhouse and Lawson before him it seems obvious that self-
punishing bouts of drinking have a strong connection with grief of some kind. For whatever
reason it remains easier in most places in Australia to get drunk than to find something half-way
decent to eat. In towns like Alice Springs, liquor outlets outnumber food stores by a ratio of six or
seven to one. One in three Australian men will exhibit symptoms of alcoholism at some time in
his life; 15 per cent of Australian alcoholics will kill themselves by violent means; more will just



drink themselves to death. Binge drinking is one of a galaxy of self-destructive behaviours
making a continuum with suicide, suicide attempts, drug abuse, reckless driving and self-
harming, all of which are rife in the “lucky” country.What is there for whitefellas to cry about?
Explanations of Australian binge-drinking are lame, but they do contain some clues. Henry
Lawson’s Joe Wilson explains it this way:Shepherds and boundary riders, who are alone for
months, must have their periodical spree at the nearest shanty, else they’d go raving mad. Drink
is the only break in the awful monotony, and the yearly or half-yearly spree is the only thing
they’ve got to look forward to: it keeps their minds fixed on something definite ahead.Country is
only awfully monotonous to those who are uninterested in it and unattached to it. Lawson and his
characters Mitchell and Joe Wilson are typical in their downright loathing of the outback, “a
blasted barren wilderness that doesn’t even howl”. The wilderness was not in fact barren, and at
least until whitefellas fenced off vast areas to serve as test sites and rocket ranges it was not
blasted either.In Australian literature, the Europeans’ corrosive unease expresses itself in a
curious distortion of the pathetic fallacy, which characterises the land as harsh, cruel, savage,
relentless, the sky as implacable, pitiless and so forth. The heart of the country is called “dead”.
As Thomas Keneally said in “On Being Australian” (1984), if we call the heart of our nation dead
we render ourselves “reduced humans, cultural and geographic maggots”. But it is not the heart
of the country but the gubba’s heart that is dead, empty of attachment, and petulant under the
penalty of Adam. In our literature vicissitudes of heat and cold are interpreted as a kind of
punishment and the physical world itself given the role of an avenging deity. The vegetation is
described as “stunted”,“warped”, “misshapen”, “gnarled and twisted and ragged”, another
example of projection of a presentiment of evil within to the countryside without. Michael
Blakemore in “The Straight Poofter”, published in 1984, describes the landscape as “endless
and neutral, not hostile to human beings, nor nurturing; just profoundly indifferent”, and again we
are contemplating another transference; it is Blakemore who is indifferent to country, here
revealingly called “landscape”. It was not the country that was damned but the settler who felt in
his heart that he was damned. His impotent cursing, which has left a legacy in the unequalled
degree of profanity in Australian speech, was a classic piece of transference. We hate this
country because we cannot allow ourselves to love it. We know in our hearts’ core that it is not
ours.
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